
CLEANWIRX vs. 
“Film Formers / Inhibitors”
Process Vs. Products: What’s the Difference?

Film formers and inhibitors are 
inexpensive chemical products 
that attempt to maintain the 
visual appearance of "clean” 
steel by retarding flash rusting 
through the dilution of some, and 
the insulation of all, surface 
contaminants. They create a false 
positive by temporarily masking the 
very failure mechanisms that will 
eventually cause the coating 
system to fail. It is conceivable that 
their apparent, yet infrequent, 
successes are due to favorable (i.e. 
less contaminated) surface 
environments. In any case, many 
asset owners as well as coating 
manufacturers are abandoning their 
use altogether.

In contrast we address surface 
preparation with a 
decontamination process versus 
a “quick fix” product. 
CLEANWIRX  does not leave a film 
or anything else on the surface. We 
remove the root cause of corrosion 
rather than just the appearance of 
corrosion by eliminating both water 
and non-water soluble 
contaminants. The difference can 
be better explained by 
understanding the background.

CLEANWIRX  is based on the work 
of Mr. Loren Hatle, NACE CIP #207, 
a pioneer in the world of corrosion 
control with over 35 years of 
experience. Mr. Hatle’s initial 
discovery was made in 1991 using 
a sophisticated mechanical 
process that did not involve 

chemicals so therefore it could 
not mask, inhibit or “film form” to 
begin with . . . it either worked or 
it didn’t. Although cumbersome and 
cost prohibitive, it produced 
extremely clean surfaces and its 
efficacy was initially verified with 
Scanning Electron Microscopic 
(SEM) Imaging and isolated field 
experiments.

Since then, the processes have 
been redesigned and reaffirmed by 
multiple aggressive lab tests, 
advanced imaging and projects 
being re-inspected after decades of 
service with absolutely no corrosion 
or coating failure. Numerous 
additional application benefits have 
also been identified and developed 
and we can now accomplish in 10 
hours with much less cost what 
used to take 100 hours or more.

Today our technology uses 
chemicals but is still a process, 
not just a product and it 
incorporates a body of knowledge 
and an integral understanding of 
corrosive phenomena that are far 
superior to “quick fix” chemical 
products.

The bottom line: CLEANWIRX is 
not a “film former / inhibitor”.  
Nothing is left on the surface. 
CLEANWIRX does not mask, 
cover or inhibit surface 
contaminants, it removes them. 
Period.

works better. works greener.

CLEANWIRX unique and environmentally friendly 
anticorrosion processes decontaminate and prep 
metal surfaces on a molecular level before a paint 
or coating is applied, thereby exponentially 
extending the life and effectiveness of the 
coating.  CLEANWIRX effects more than just 
surface decontamination - it delivers faster, 
superior surface preparation as well as long term 
performance which significantly minimizes 
maintenance and asset downtime caused by 
corrosion.

CLEANWIRX is manufactured by coatings 
experts with 20 years of project experience in the 
oil and gas industry. CLEANWIRX has been used 
on variety of assets in severely corrosive 
environments, with ZERO coating failures. Unlike 
‘film formers’, CLEANWIRX technology originated 
from a mechanical process (not a chemical one); 
therefore, the focus has been to remove, not 
conceal, corrosion causing surface contaminants.

Used in combination with Coval Coatings, it can 
replace galvanization (which can cause harmful 
effects to birds, horses and wildlife as it the 
coating degrades, and noxious gases when 
welding is necessary). As an additional benefit, 
CLEANWIRX significantly reduces the harmful 
impacts of abrasive blasting by minimizing the 
amount of abrasive blasting required for substrate 
preparation.

NO ACID WASH 
NO DEHUMIDIFICATION
NON-TOXIC, BIODEGRADABLE
LOW TO ZERO VOC
REDUCES WASTE & PREVENTS FAILURES
NON-HAZMAT, NON-REGULATED SHIPPING 
BY DOT, IATA, IMO




